Hello all,
Hope you've had a good week.
A selection of music as per usual is below, this time for Sunday 24th January 2021.
32 - And can it be - And Can It Be - Stuart Townend [with lyrics] - YouTube
163 - Father, Lord of all creation - Hymn | Father, Lord of all Creation | with LYRICS - YouTube
211 - God be in my head - God Be in My Head — Choir of King's College, Cambridge - YouTube
304 - I come with joy - ST BOTOLPH I COME WITH JOY, A CHILD OF GOD - YouTube
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As always some more.....
I heard the voice of Jesus calling - I Heard the Voice of Jesus Calling - YouTube
Here I am, Lord - Here I Am Lord - Dan Schutte | Notre Dame Folk Choir - YouTube
He Who Would Valiant Be - He Who Would Valiant Be - YouTube
O sacrum convivium - O sacrum convivium - YouTube
Cana’s guest - Cana's Guest - YouTube
Confitemini Domino - Confitemini Domino - YouTube
Music for a while (Purcell) - The King's Singers & Jakub Józef Orliński - YouTube
This week has been all about keeping going....and I'm pleased to say we have
Despite the
dark and damp weather at the start of the week we have been grateful for the fantastic online
activities the girls have been able to do from Emily's singing lessons to Phoebe's zoom Guides
where this week we made bird feeders (worms included!) just in time to put out so we can take
part in the RSPB garden bird watch later this month. Luckily our cat is not much of a hunter....he
much prefers to lounge by the fire than chase things in the garden...especially in the snow!
Speaking of snow...a very welcomed end to the week, which although not great for those having
to commute still, was a lovely surprise for lockdown homeschoolers and PE turned into a
snowball fight and a chance to get some fresh air and winter sun too.
A final piece of good news this week was that we were fortunate enough that both mine and
Toms parents were called to go for their first COVID vaccine and Tom also received his at the
hospital. A light at the end of the tunnel and a sign hopefully that easier times are coming. I am
waiting patiently for my turn to come
As always thinking of you all and hoping that you enjoy singing along to the selection above.
Stay safe and well and we will look forward to seeing you soon.
Love
Sarah and Family xxxx

